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OVERVIEW
After homestead legislation was passed in 1862, people poured into the Plains—from Kansas
to the Rockies—in pursuit of free land and opportunity. At first, life was difficult,
particularly constructing housing, as excerpts from the 1870s letters of Howard Ruede, a
young Moravian pioneer, describe.
GUIDED READING As you read, consider the following questions:
• Why were pioneers forced to use sod for building?
• What specific problems did sod pose?

P

erhaps you will be interested in the way a sod house is built. Sod is the
most available material, in fact, the only material the homesteader has at
hand, unless he happens to be one of the fortunates who secured a creek claim
with timber suitable for house logs.
Occasionally a new comer has a "bee," and the neighbors for miles around
gather at his claim and put up his house in a day. Of course there is no charge
for labor in such cases. The women come too, and while the men lay up the
sod walls, they prepare dinner for the crowd, and have a very sociable hour at
noon. A house put up in this way is very likely to settle and get out of shape,
but it is seldom deserted for that reason.
The builder usually "cords up" the sods, though sometimes he crosses the
layers, making the walls about two feet thick, but a little experience shows that
the extra thick walls are of no real advantage. When the prairie is thoroughly
soaked by rain or snow is the best time for breaking sod for building. The
regulation thickness is 2 1/2 inches, buffalo sod preferred on account of its
superior toughness. The furrow slices are laid flat and as straight as a steadywalking team can be driven. These furrow slices, 12 inches wide, are cut with a
sharp spade into 18-inch lengths, and carefully handled as they are laid in the
wall, one length reaching across the wall, which rises rapidly even when the
builders are green hands. Care must be taken to break joints and bind the
corners of the house. "Seven feet to the square" is the rule, as the wall is likely
to settle a good deal, especially if the sod is very wet when laid. The door and
window frames are set in place first and the wall built around them. Building
such a house is hard work.
When the square is reached, the crotches (forks of a tree) are set at the ends
and in the middle of the house and the ridge pole—usually a single tree trunk
the length of the building, but sometimes spliced—is raised to its place by
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sheer strength of arm, it being impossible to use any other power. Then rails
are laid from the ridge log to the walls and covered with any available
material—straight sorghum stalks, willow switches and straw, or any thing
that will prevent the sod on the roof from falling between the rafters. From the
comb of the roof to the earthen floor is usually about nine feet.
The gables are finished before the roof is put on, as in roofing the layer of
sod is started at the outer edge of the wall. If the builder is able, he has sawed
cottonwood rafters and a pine or cottonwood board roof covered with sod.
Occasionally a sod house with a shingle roof is seen, but of course this costs
more money.
At first these sod houses are unplastered, and this is thought perfectly all
right, but such a house is somewhat cold in the winter, as the crevices between
the sods admit some cold air; so some of the houses are plastered with a kind
of "native lime," made of sand and a very sticky native clay. This plaster is very
good unless it happens to get wet. In a few of the houses this plaster is
whitewashed, and this helps the looks very much. Some sod houses are mighty
comfortable places to go into in cold weather, and it don't take much fire to
keep them warm. I will have to be contented with a very modest affair for a
while, but perhaps I can improve it later. . . .
The people who live in sod houses, and, in fact, all who live under a dirt
roof, are pestered with swarms of bed bugs. . . . The vermin were not brought
here by the immigrants; they grew on the trees along the river and creeks
before the first settlers arrived. The bugs infest the log and sod chicken coops,
too, in countless thousands, or, if you wish to measure them in a spoon, you
can gather them up in that way from between the sods in the wall. I have
heard chicken raisers complain that their fowls are killed by the bugs getting
into their ears. Whether or not that is the cause of the fowls dying, the bugs
are blamed. Where the sod houses are plastered the bed bugs are not such a
nuisance.
You don't have to keep a dog in order to have plenty of fleas, for they are
natives too and do their best to drive out the intruding settlers. Just have a dirt
floor and you have fleas, sure. They seem to spring from the dust of the earth.
Coal oil and water are sometimes used to sprinkle the floor, but that abates the
pest only for a short time, and oil costs 35 cents a gallon. People who have
board floors are not bothered so much with these fleas.
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